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**Orfeo (The Myth of Orpheus)**

**Synopsis**

Prologue

The MUSE of music, La Musica, descends from Parnassus to welcome the audience, flattering them with her courtly references to the power and lore of music through history. She concludes by promising the listeners a "Fable in Music."

Act I

The curtain rises as Euridice finally agrees to marry Orpheus, her beloved. Orpheus has been downcast because Euridice had seemed to spurn him but now he is thrilled "Rose of the sky...". Orpheus, Euridice and their companions, the Shepherds and Nymphs, joyfully call upon Hymen, the God of Marriage, to bless the wedding. "Come Hymen." There is dancing and a general call to celebrate, "Come from the mountains."

Act II

While Euridice goes to pick flowers for the wedding with her friends, a merry Orpheus celebrates, "Come Hymen." The chorus comments "Ah bitter sorrow!" and the Messenger wishes her life was over for bringing such news."

Act III

Hope accompanies Orpheus as far as the banks of the river Styx, the entrance to underworld, but she can go no further because posted on the gate is the ancient sign; abandon hope, all ye who enter here. Alone, Orpheus stays true to his purpose and begs the ferryman Charon for passage with his beautiful ornate song "O mighty spirit." Charmed, Charon refuses but is lulled to sleep, whereupon Orpheus slips softly across the Styx in Charon's boat. A chorus of spirits somberly observe "Bravely undertaken is man's endeavor, if so much in vain."

Act IV

Deep in the underworld, the queen Proserpina entreats her husband Pluto, the king, for the sake to their own love to grant Orpheus' request and return to him his beloved Euridice. The prince of the underworld consents on the condition that Orpheus may not look upon his wife until he is once again in the upper world. Escorting by spirits, the singer takes Euridice by the hand and leads her upward. Fearfully and distrustfully he looks around for her. With a painsed sigh Euridice dies a second death and disappears forever.

Act V

Orpheus weeps for his twice-lost wife. Apollo hears the grieving too and descends from the heavens to remind his son (Orpheus is half-god, half-human) that he will rejoin his beloved Euridice in the afterlife. The chorus encourages the singer to go, "go Orpheus" and praises his courage: "he who ev'ry torment faces, reaps the fruit of all the graces."

**Musical Arrangements**

Jason Beck: "Ah bitter sorrow!" "Moresca"
Lauren Carbonell: "Toccata," "Make music now!" Spirit II solos
Jillian Dickey: Music's "Prologue" & numerous "Ritornellos," Act II "Sinfonia"
Jonathan Mann, Zevin Polzin, Ben Mayock: Shepherd solos, duos, trios & ritornellos in Acts I & II
Zevin Polzin: music for Ninfa.
Beth Price: Act I "Balletto," all music for Euridice, Hope and Apollo.
Eric Taxier: all music for Orfeo.
Sam Tyndall: additional music, sounds & concepts for Orfeo, Act II "Styx Ritornello" (pre-recorded)
Dexter Wayne: all music for Messenger (with help from Jonathan Mann, Zevin Polzin, Ben Mayock, Eric Taxier, Sam Tyndall; all music for Pluto, "Bravely" (with Brigid Meehan)
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